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The Illusory Dagger
	In Edgar Allan Poe's short story "The Man of the Crowd," an unnamed convalescent man sits by the window of an unnamed coffee house, watching the seven hundred and fifty thousand inhabitants of London stream by outside. Eventually, one particular passerby piques the convalescent's curiosity with such intensity that the latter plunges into the crowd in order to pursue the former. After almost twenty-four hours of pursuit, the convalescent (for the purposes of this essay, let's call him Edgar) stares down his quarry (let's call him Allan). Allan ignores Edgar, and Edgar comes to the conclusion that Allan lasst sich nicht lesen because he is guilty of some unspeakable ("deep") crime. The short story is widely regarded as both an avant-guarde foray into modernity and a stunning work of impressionism, in large part due to Poe's unique portrayal of city crowds. Briefly perusing analytical essays on the piece, I discovered that, while discussions of this modernity and impressionism were prominent, there appeared little to no discourse of Edgar's reliability as a narrator. As such, I will be examining a passage on page six of "The Man of the Crowd." This passage calls into question Edgar's honesty and, with it, the conclusion Edgar draws at the end of that twenty-four-hour chase. 
	
	"I had now a good opportunity of examining his person. He was short in stature, very thin, and apparently very feeble. His clothes, generally, were filthy and ragged; but as he came, now and then, within the strong glare of a lamp, I perceived that his linen, although dirty, was of beautiful texture; and my vision deceived me, or, through a rent in a closely-buttoned and evidently second-handed roquelaire which enveloped him, I caught a glimpse both of a diamond and of a dagger. These observations heightened my curiosity, and I resolved to follow the stranger withersoever he should go..." (Tales and Sketches, p. 393)
	The first questionable claim of Edgar's lies in that second sentence: that claim that Allan is thin and feeble. By the end of the story, Allan has walked for at least twenty-four hours with no sign of tiring, and it is unknown for how long he has been walking when Edgar spies him midway through the tale. Thinness and feebleness are common in the wake of grave illness, and it is likely that Edgar himself—being convalescent—is exhibiting these qualities. Seeing them in Allan is perhaps psychological projection. That Edgar and Allan are two sides of one being is a common theme in analyses, but the issue of projection is rarely if ever touched upon. The projection I describe above involves a kind of internal dishonesty which will return repeatedly throughout the rest of this analysis.
	The question of honesty is brought up again by Edgar's own admission that his "vision" might be "deceiving" him, and again symbolically within the same sentence by the mention of a roquelaire (archaic spelling of the French roquelaure; a kind of cloak) and a dagger. Both are effects of Allan's. "The Man of the Crowd" was published in 1840, a year before Charles Dickens coined "cloak and dagger" as a means of referring to situations involving spies and intrigue. Simple analysis of imagery would dictate that Allan is a spy or assassin or similar, and that he is engaging in espionage. But who is spying on whom? Edgar is the one tailing Allan, Edgar is the one investigating Allan, Edgar is the one being sneaky; Allan merely prances through the crowds haphazardly, taking no measures to ensure a low profile. Whether Edgar does or doesn't see a dagger is irrelevant—his vision may deceive him, but his heart doesn't. He either sees or imagines the dagger, and this builds his image of Allan, contributing to the conclusion he draws at the end (daggers are tools of assassination—that is, deep crime). Returning to the theme of projection, Edgar could be imagining that dagger because he subconsciously fancies himself a spy; after all, he has spent the better part of an evening spying on people.
	The dagger Edgar seems to see is accompanied by a diamond. The first reaction any reader will have is to appreciate the contrast between the dagger—a mark of a lowly murderer—and the diamond—a mark of a wealthy aristocrat. That Edgar sees two items in such contrast is indicative of a search for contrasts. The most likely cause for this is a strong desire to feel that he and the man he is following are substantially different, inspired either consciously by the unnerving attraction Edgar felt toward Allan or subconsciously in reaction to the projections Edgar is making.
	That the dagger and diamond don't make another appearance in the narrative is another blow against Edgar's credibility. Though Anton Chekhov's principal of drama ("One must not put a loaded rifle on the stage if no one is thinking of firing it." Chekhov, letter to Aleksandr Semenovich Lazarev, November 1889) postdated Poe's death by forty-four years, it is a fair assumption that Poe, being an accomplished literary critic, should have an understanding of the proper usage of props. As such, he would not leave an actual dagger dangling in a story without it having some importance later on in said story. That the dagger doesn't return is a sign that it is not "real," but a figment of Edgar's imagination, furthering the argument for Edgar projecting. 
	I think that here it is worth noting, though the line in question is not within the passage I quoted earlier, that Edgar sees Allan as stalking "backward and forward, without apparent object" (Tales and Sketches, p. 396). If someone has no apparent object, they are unreliable. Edgar thus sees Allan as unreliable—yet another projection. Edgar himself is extremely unreliable, what with his vision deceiving him (perhaps more than once, but at least once in the passage I have chosen to examine).
	The most important detail in that passage on page six, however, is neither the presence of the cloak nor that of the dagger and diamond. It is that the dagger and diamond are visible through a rent in Allan's roquelaire. In historical cloak-and-dagger martial arts, the cloak's primary purpose is to conceal the dagger. For a spy or assassin, a cloak's primary purpose is to conceal both the spy and his weapon (often, a dagger). The cloak in this story does little to hide Allan—again, Allan prances through the crowds haphazardly, taking no measures to ensure a low profile. The cloak also does little in the way of hiding the dagger—it is plainly visible through a tear in the cloak. Were the dagger real, this would mean that Allan is proudly displaying his status as a spy or assassin. Symbolically, it indicates that the truth of his character is laid bare. If the cloak doesn't hide the dagger, nothing is secret. 
	The importance of the dagger's visibility comes at the end of the story, when Edgar faces Allan. Allan continues on his way unswervingly, and Edgar concludes that Allan lasst sich nicht lesen, that Allan is not permitting himself to be read. Edgar's conclusion is couched in an inability to understand Allan as he sees him. "As he sees him" being, as shown earlier, riddled with projections. In short, Edgar is unable to comprehend a portrait of himself. It is clear that he has not truly attempted to understand Allan as Allan—the visible dagger is symbolic of an open book. [Allan, with a dagger showing through a tear in his cloak,] lasst sich lesen (that is, the opposite of Edgar's conclusion: he permits himself to be read). Here we remember that [Allan, with a dagger showing through a tear in his cloak] is a figment of Edgar's imagination—the dagger isn't real, even if Allan is. Hence an impregnable incongruity in Edgar's conclusion: does Edgar see Allan as an open book, or does he not? If Allan is an open book, then why can't Edgar read him? Edgar is clearly not deceived by vision alone in this tale but also by his mind. He is a dishonest narrator (not by choice, it would seem), unreliable and incapable of interpreting his own experiences.
	Using this unreliable and incapable narrator, Poe has created a work hailed as hailing in modernity. If "The Man of the Crowd" is indeed that momentous and pivotal work that ushered in the modernity we study today, then Poe's narrator is surely a symbol of some aspect thereof. In projection, in incomprehension, Edgar seems to have lost his sense of self. While Walt Whitman celebrates the aggregation of people in cities, other modernists like poet Robinson Jeffers bemoan the loss of individuality represented by crowds. "The Man of the Crowd" is a potential precursor to this vein of modernism, a critical examination of how a man can lose himself in a crowd. Given this interpretation, the projections and mistakes evident in the unreliable narration of that one passage on page six fit beautifully into the overall design of the piece.
